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1.0

Specifications

1.1

Conversion Game Specifications
Power Supply:

Switching Power Supply, 200 Watts

Power Consumption: 600 Watts
Monitor:
1.2

One (1) 46” Rear Projection Color Monitor

Kit Specifications:
PCB Kit

1

Harness

1

Namco Super System 22 PCBs

1

Decals, Signs, Labels
1.3

Game Conversion Overview
The Air Combat SS22 upgrade kit consists of the Air Combat SS22 PCB kit, a
new wire harness and assorted decals/signs/labels. The kit can be installed in the
original Air Combat cabinet.
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INTRODUCTION
This manual provides installation instructions for Air Combat SS22 kits. Inspect
the kit contents, compare against the (included) parts list and notify the distributor
about any damaged/missing parts.

3.0

INSTALLATION

3.1

Precaution3

1.

Before replacing any parts, turn the AC power OFF and unplug the game.

2.

The game power supply includes areas of HIGH VOLTAGE. Take care at all
times to avoid electrical shock when working on the game.

3.2

Game Installation

1.

Verify power has been removed from game.

2.

Unlock access door on RHS and remove game chassis.

3.

Disconnect AMP connector and Ground strap from game chassis.

4.

Rather than separating remaining connectors of harness all at once, it would be to
your advantage to do them one at a time, replacing the “old” with the “new” as
you go.

5.

Mount Audio Amp board to Super System 22 chassis using the 3 screws provided.
Refer to Card Cage Super System 22 Assembly drawing for correct position.

6.

Using AC22 Overall Layout drawing, connect the new cable harness to SS22
Mother PCB and Audio Amp connectors. The new cable harness connectors are
labeled to match the board connectors they connect with.

7.

Remove the old chassis from the mounting board and place the new SS22 chassis
in its place. Position the new chassis so that a side with the ventilation holes faces
the fans mounted inside the cabinet. This will help to promote air flow through
the chassis. Secure the chassis to one of the mounting holes using an existing
screw. Drill new holes for additional mounts if desired.

8.

Attach Ground strap to new chassis.

9.

Remove cables @ J201,, J 2 0 2 & J203 from 2 Ch Amp PCBs.
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10.

Match the new harness connectors labeled J202 & J203 with the connectors on
either 2 Ch Amp board and verify they mate properly (molex or mate-n-lock). A
converter cable is included in the harness for the power lines connecting to J20 1.
If the harness connector labeled J201 matches the board connector J201, connect
them. If the connectors differ, you’ll find the proper connector about 5” back on
the orange and black power leads. Remove the (now unnecessary) orange-black
converter-cable and connect the connector at J201 .

11.

Referring to the AC22 Overall Layout drawing, separate the 12-pos connectors
(on the original cable) coming from beneath the seat assy and connect (from the
new harness) the 12-pos connector labeled ‘20’.

12.

Separate the other 12-pos connectors (on the original cable, coming from the
CRT) and connect the new 12-pos connector labeled ‘25’.

13.

Separate the 15-pos connectors (the ones with 11 -wires) and connect the 15-pos
connector labeled ‘24’.

14.

Separate the other 15-pos connectors (the ones with 14-wires) and connect the 15pos connector labeled ‘ 17’. For more exact ID, both the connector you are
replacing and the new one are unique in that they have 2 orange wires going into
the same pin-hole.

15.

Separate the 9-pos connectors and connect the (unlabelled) 9-pos connector.

16.

Separate the 6-pos connectors and connect the 6-pos connector labeled ’ 16’.

17.

You should now have totally replaced the original harness with the new harness.
Verify there are no open/unused connectors on the new harness.

18.

Cut the cable ties fastening the original harness to mounting board and remove.

19.

Verify all connectors are joined and that cable/harness routing isn’t restricted by
chassis edges, etc.

20.

With SS22 chassis mounted and cabling complete, slide mounting board into
cabinet and re-verify proper positioning of chassis (ventilation holes) in front of‘
fans. Forced-air flow (whether the fans are cabinet-mounted or chassis-mounted)
is necessary for proper game operation.

21.

Position Card Cage Shield over card cage, aligning mounting holes with l/4-20
bolts coming from ceiling of cabinet (beneath joystick). Either remove the nuts
and fasten the shield in place (using the same nuts) OR simply guide the shield
onto the bolts and fasten in place with additional l/4-20 bolts.
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3.3

Cabinet Graphics

1.

Install the cabinet graphics provided. Float the graphics on by applying a spray of
ammonia cleaner to each surface. Smooth out the bubbles and liquid with a paint
squeegee. Wipe the decal dry with a soft cloth.

2.

Install the marquee overlay and panel in place of the existing marquee.

3.

Install the game play instructions provided with the kit on top of the marquee.

4.

For help in correctly positioning decals, etc., refer to Air Combat 22 flier.

3.4

Set U p and Test

1.

Refer to sections 5 & 6 in the Air Combat Operators manual for Adjustments and
How to Play instructions. Be sure to check the factory game and coin settings.
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